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Introduction To Linear 
Programming

Today many of the resources needed as inputs 
to operations are in limited supply.
Operations managers must understand the 
impact of this situation on meeting their 
objectives.
Linear programming (LP) is one way that 
operations managers can determine how best to 
allocate their scarce/limited resources.



LINEAR PROGRAMMING

Developed by Dantzig in the late 1940’s
A mathematical method of allocating scarce
resources to achieve a single objective
The objective may be profit, cost, return on
investment, sales, market share, space, time
LP is used for production planning, capital
budgeting, manpower scheduling, gasoline
blending
By companies such as AMD, New York Life,
Chevron, Ford
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Linear Programming (LP) in 
OM

There are five common types of decisions in 
which LP may play a role

Product mix
Production plan
Ingredient mix
Transportation
Assignment
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LP Problems in OM:  
Product Mix

Objective
To select the mix of products or services that results 
in maximum profits for the planning period
Decision Variables
How much to produce and market of each product 
or service for the planning period
Constraints
Maximum amount of each product or service 
demanded;  Minimum amount of product or service 
policy will allow;  Maximum amount of resources 
available
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LP Problems in OM:  
Production Plan

Objective
To select the mix of products or services that 
results in maximum profits for the planning 
period
Decision Variables
How much to produce on straight-time labor and 
overtime labor during each month of the year
Constraints
Amount of products demanded in each month;  
Maximum labor and machine capacity available 
in each month;  Maximum inventory space 
available in each month
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Recognizing LP Problems

Characteristics of LP Problems in OM
A well-defined single objective must be 
stated.
There must be alternative courses of action.
The total achievement of the objective must 
be constrained by scarce resources or other 
restraints.
The objective and each of the constraints 
must be expressed as linear mathematical 
functions.



LINEAR PROGRAMMING

A method for solving linear mathematical 
models
Linear Functions

f(x) = 5x + 1
g(x1, x2) = x1 + x2

Non-linear functions
f(x) = 5x2 + 1
g(x1, x2) = x1x2 + x2



Phase of OR Methodology

Problem formulation
Model construction
Solution to the model
Validation
Implementation



Type of  Model

Iconic/ Physical Model : photo, map, 
globe, blueprint.
Analog/ diagramatic Model : curve , 
flowchart.
Symbolic / mathematic Model : equation, 
unequality.
Simulation Model : System behaviour
Heuristik Model : Rule of thumb, intuition



Formulating a LP Problem

Define the decision variables
identifying the key variables whose
values we wish to determine

Determine the objective function
determine what we are trying to do
Maximize profit, Minimize total cost

Formulate the constraints
determine the limitations of the decision
variables



Decision Variables
Decision Variables

symbols used to represent an item that can
take on any value (e.g., x1=labor hours, x2=#
of workers)

Parameters
known constant values that are defined for
each problem (e.g., price of a unit, production
capacity)

Decision Variables and Parameters will be 
defined for each unique problem



Parts of a Linear Program

Decision variables
Objective Function
Constraints

Functional constraints
Non-negativity assumptions



Parts of a Linear Program

Objective Function
linear relationships of decision variables
describing the problems objective
always consists of maximizing or
minimizing some value
e.g., maximize Z = profit, minimize Z =
cost



Objective Function

Always a Max or Min statement
Maximize Profit
Minimize Cost

A linear function of decision variables
Maximize Profit = Z = 3x1 + 5x2
Minimize Cost = Z = 6x1 - 15x2



Constraints
Constraints are restrictions on the problem

total labor hours must be less than 50
x1 must use less than 20 gallons of additive

Defined as linear relationships
total labor hours must be less than or equal to
50
 x1 + x2 ≤ 50
x1 must use less than 20 gallons of additive
 x1 < 20



Parts of a Linear Program

Constraints
linear relationships of decision variables
representing restrictions or rules
Related to the limited resources
 Labor
 Capital
 Machine
 Working hours
 Customer demand



Non-negativity 
Assumptions

Non-negativity assumptions
restricts decision variables to values greater
than or equal to zero

Negative decision variables are 
inconceivable in most LP problems
Minus 10 units of production or a negative 
consumption make no sense
The assumptions are written as follows
x1, x2 > 0



Reddy Mix Problem

Reddy mix company produces both interior and
exterior paint for wholesale production. Two basic
material A and B are used to manufacture the paint.
The maximum availability of A is 6 tons per day and
8 tons per day for B. Daily requirement of the raw
material per ton exterior and interior paint are :

Ton of raw material per 
ton of paint

Availability
(ton)

Exterior Interior

A 1 2 6

B 2 1 8



Reddy Mix Problem (cont’d)

AA marketmarket surveysurvey indicatesindicates thatthat thethe dailydaily
demanddemand forfor interiorinterior paintpaint cannotcannot exceedexceed thatthat
ofof exteriorexterior paintpaint byby moremore thanthan 11 tonton andand thethe
maximummaximum demanddemand forfor interiorinterior papaiintnt isis limitedlimited
toto 22 tonstons perper dayday.. TheThe whosalewhosale priceprice perper tonton
isis $$30003000 forfor exteriorexterior andand $$20002000 forfor interiorinterior
paintpaint.. HowHow muchmuch interiorinterior andand exteriorexterior paintspaints
shouldshould thethe companycompany produceproduce dailydaily toto
maximizemaximize grossgross incomeincome ??



Problem formulation

Decision variables : 2 variables
XE = exterior paint
Xi= interior paint

Objective function : maximize gross revenue
Max Z = 3000 XE + 2000 Xi
Max Z = 3 XE + 2 Xi (Ribu $)



Problem formulation

Constraints:
Raw material
XE + 2Xi ≤ 6 (Raw material A),
2XE + Xi ≤ 8 (Raw material B)
Demand 
XI - XE ≤ 1 (excess of interior over exterior

paint)
Xi ≤ 2 (maximum demand for interior paint)
Non negativity : XI ≥ 0; XE ≥ 0



LP Model – Reddy mix 

Max Z = 3000 XE + 2000 Xi

Subject to: (s.t):
XE + 2Xi ≤ 6
2XE + Xi ≤ 8
XI - XE ≤ 1
Xi ≤ 2
XI ≥ 0; XE ≥ 0



Test case



Complete LP Model



Another Examples 



Aluminum Alloy Steel Alloy
Deluxe        2                   3
Professional             4       2

Pounds of each alloy needed per frame

Add - Example 1



Example 1:  LP Formulation

Define the decision variables
x1 = number of Deluxe frames produced weekly
x2 = number of Professional frames produced

weekly
Define the objective

Maximize total weekly profit

Write the mathematical objective function
Max Z = 10x1 + 15x2



Example 1:  LP Formulation

Write a one- or two-word description of each 
constraint

Aluminum available
Steel available

Write the right-hand side of each constraint
100
80

Write <, =, > for each constraint
< 100
< 80



Example 1:  LP Formulation

Write all the decision variables on the left-
hand side of each constraint

x1 x2 < 100
x1 x2 < 80

Write the coefficient for each decision in each 
constraint

+ 2x1 + 4x2 < 100
+ 3x1 + 2x2 < 80



Example 1:  LP Formulation

LP in Final Form
Max Z = 10x1 + 15x2

Subject To
 2x1 + 4x2 < 100 ( aluminum constraint)
 3x1 + 2x2 < 80 ( steel constraint)
 x1 , x2 > 0 (non-negativity constraints)



Montana Wood Products manufacturers two-
high quality products, tables and chairs. Its profit is
$15 per chair and $21 per table. Weekly production is
constrained by available labor and wood. Each chair
requires 4 labor hours and 8 board feet of wood while
each table requires 3 labor hours and 12 board feet of
wood. Available wood is 2400 board feet and available
labor is 920 hours. Management also requires at least
40 tables and at least 4 chairs be produced for every
table produced. To maximize profits, how many chairs
and tables should be produced?

Add-Example 2



Example 2:  LP Formulation

Define the decision variables
x1 = number of chairs produced weekly
x2 = number of tables produced weekly

Define the objective
Maximize total weekly profit

Write the mathematical objective function
Max Z = 15x1 + 21x2



Example 2:  LP Formulation
Write a one- or two-word description of each constraint

Labor hours available
Board feet available
At least 40 tables
At least 4 chairs for every table

Write the right-hand side of each constraint
920
2400
40
4 to 1 ratio

Write <, =, > for each constraint
< 920
< 2400
> 40
4 to 1



Example 2:  LP Formulation

Write all the decision variables on the left-hand side 
of each constraint

x1 x2 < 920
x1 x2 < 2400
x2 > 40
4 to 1 ratio  x1 / x2 ≥ 4/1

Write the coefficient for each decision in each 
constraint

+ 4x1 + 3x2 < 920
+ 8x1 + 12x2 < 2400
x2 > 40
x1 ≥ 4 x2



Example 2:  LP Formulation

LP in Final Form
Max Z = 15x1 + 21x2

Subject To
 4x1 + 3x2 < 920 ( labor constraint)
 8x1 + 12x2 < 2400 ( wood constraint)
 x2 - 40 > 0 (make at least 40 tables)
 x1 - 4 x2 > 0 (at least 4 chairs for every table)
 x1 , x2 > 0 (non-negativity constraints)



The Sureset Concrete Company produces concrete.
Two ingredients in concrete are sand (costs $6 per ton)
and gravel (costs $8 per ton). Sand and gravel together
must make up exactly 75% of the weight of the
concrete. Also, no more than 40% of the concrete can
be sand and at least 30% of the concrete be gravel.
Each day 2000 tons of concrete are produced. To
minimize costs, how many tons of gravel and sand
should be purchased each day?

Example 3. LP Formulation



Example 3:  LP Formulation

Define the decision variables
x1 = tons of sand purchased
x2 = tons of gravel purchased

Define the objective
Minimize daily costs

Write the mathematical objective function
Min Z = 6x1 + 8x2



Example 3:  LP Formulation
Write a one- or two-word description of each constraint

75% must be sand and gravel
No more than 40% must be sand
At least 30% must be gravel

Write the right-hand side of each constraint
.75(2000)
.40(2000)
.30(2000)

Write <, =, > for each constraint
= 1500
< 800
> 600



Example 3:  LP Formulation

Write all the decision variables on the left-
hand side of each constraint

x1 x2 = 1500
x1 < 800
x2 > 600

Write the coefficient for each decision in each 
constraint

+ x1 + x2 = 1500
+ x1 < 800
x2 > 600



Example 3:  LP Formulation

LP in Final Form
Min Z = 6x1 + 8x2

Subject To
 x1 + x2 = 1500 ( mix constraint)
 x1 < 800 (mix constraint)
 x2 > 600 (mix constraint )
 x1 , x2 > 0 (non-negativity constraints)



LP Problems in General

Units of each term in a constraint must be 
the same as the RHS
Units of each term in the objective function 
must be the same as Z
Units between constraints do not have to be 
the same
LP problem can have a mixture of constraint 
types



LP Standard Form

Each LP must contain the three parts
A standard form for a LP is as follows:

Maximize Z = c1x1 + c2x2 + ... + cnxn

subject to a11x1 + a12x2 + ... + a1nxn < b1

….
am1x1 + am2x2 + ... + amnxn < bm

x1, x2, xn > 0



Feasible Vs Optimal solution

Feasible solution
Satisfy all constraints
Including non negativity

Optimal solution
The best feasible solution
Maximization – maximum value
Minimization – minimum value



Thank You !


